
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

PSHE / SMSC/ British Val-
ues: Rule of law,  community, 
behaviour. Internet safety. 
Business/Careers 
links: Analyse and 
evaluate sources, ask 
questions and con-
struct informed responses, ad-
dress questions, understand 
terminology,, research, note 
taking, producing music,   
understanding how circuits 
work, computer programming, 
how to control lighting and 
sound, 

21st Century skills:        
Communicator, learning to  
prioritise, creative thinking, 
collaboration, resilience, media 
literacy, productivity. 

Maths 
Key vocabulary: Place value, thousands, hundreds,   
multiple, factor,  multiplication, quotient, round, estimate, 
times   tables, compare, increase, decrease, measure,  
predict, explain, apply, divide, share, multiply, fractions, 
equivalent, quarter, half, eighth, sixth, third, fifth, tenth, 
perimeter. 
This term we will learn : 
 Perimeter and measurement 
 Factor pairs 
 Efficient multiplication 
 Written methods 
 Multiply 2-digits by 1-digit 
 Multiply 3-digits by 1-digit 
 Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (1) 
 Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (2) 
 Divide 3-digits by 1-digit 
 Correspondence problems 
 Making shapes 
 What is area? 
 Comparing area 
 Fractions greater than 1 
 Equivalent fractions 

English 
Reading: Tales of Wisdom and Wonder by Hugh 
Lupton— Seven tales from around the world  
which  explore, through the art of storytelling, 
something of the rich culture and tradition of 
told stories and the lessons one can learn from 
them.  
Writing: Poetry, story maps, fact files,       
instructions, writing in role, narrative descrip-
tions, diary entry, review, explanation text. 
Grammar: subordinating, coordinating conjunctions, adverbs 
and prepositions to express time. Expanded noun phrase, 
adverbs to describe, similes, metaphors and personification, 
fronted adverbials. 
Spelling: Sounds spelt ‘gu’, words with endings spelt ‘-ture’, 
possessive apostrophe with plurals, strategies for learning 
words: homophones (scene/seen, mail/male, bawl/ball), 
words from statutory and personal spelling lists. 
Key vocabulary: .lived, poured, lifted, balanced,     hap-
pened, tripped, shattered, dipped, tried, scooped, swallowed, 
finished, remembered, scratched, seemed, climbed, smiled, 
puzzled, nodded, licked, pulled, dropped, turned, appeared, 
scrambled, crying, wringing, watching, gulping, licking,  
carrying, watering, snarling, slavering, growling, shaking, 
quaking, slinking, oozing, trickling, mumbling, bees, hives, 
ladles, jars, bowls, barrels, fingers, pieces, monkeys,   
drawstrings, tails, exactly.  

Science 

Key vocabulary: predict,     

evaluate, explain, demonstrate, un-
derstand, knowledge., changing circuits, conductor, insu-

lator, symbol, circuit diagram. 
The children will learn how to: identify common appliances that 
run on electricity; Construct a simple series electrical   circuit, 
identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells, wires, 
bulbs, switches and buzzers; Identify whether or not a lamp 
will light in a simple series circuit, based on whether or not the 
lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery; Recognise that 
a switch opens and closes a circuit and associate this with 
whether or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit. 

 
 

 

 

Harriers Banbury Academy 

Year 4 Knowledge Organiser    

Term 3 Aspirations:  

Curiosity and Creativity 

Topic:  
In this project, pupils will become 
the producers of an up-and-coming 
rock band. Their task will be to under-

stand and plan all elements to put on a successful rock 
show. Pupils will need to use scientific knowledge of 
electrical circuits and sound as well as computer pro-
gramming. Pupils will create a diorama with working 
circuits and a microbit to control lighting and 
sound.                                                                                   
Key vocabulary:  

Microbit, circuit, community, advertising, promo-

tion, performance, collaboration, layering,     

merchandise, logo, diorama,    music video,   

elements, costume, coding. 

Overview 

In this project children will learn: 

To research themes, genres and features of 
music; to use applications- Rock Band, 
movie maker to compose music,; how to 
code using a micro:bit; how to create a 

timed circuit; consider community        
responsibility, and about advertising and 

promotion 

This term’s Big Question: 
 How can you, as a member of 
a rock band, create the greatest 

rock show that Banbury has  
ever seen? 

Trips, visits and events 
 Secondary Science at Wykham 
Park Academy. Red Kites 
(04/02/20)/Parrots (11/02/20) 

  Watching the dress rehearsal 
of Hairspray at WPA. (11/02/20) 

 A drama and production work-
shop with students at WPA. 
(28/01/20)     

PE  

Swimming, netball, 

skip to be fit, daily mile.. 


